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An increasing global demand for natural resources and the inherent challenges accompanying this demand pose a great task for

manufacturing companies. Apart from this, new technologies and a demographic change of the workforce as well as the desire for

new individualized products make manufacturing more challenging than ever. To succeed in this new setting manifold perspectives

of a factory have been proposed in order to enhance the understanding of the complex interdependencies between the factory elements.

Against this background, this paper starts with a short overview regarding the paradigm change in manufacturing including

contemporary trends triggering the requirements for factories of the future. Subsequent to that, a selection of factory perspectives is

revised indicating the demand for a new holistic perspective of a factory that is more suitable with respect to the new trends. For that

reason a new holistic perspective on the factory of the future is presented.
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1. Introduction

History of the past two hundred years has proved that

manufacturing is the foundation for global great powers. Due to its

strong manufacturing sector, England rose in the 19th century to a

global power, followed by the US, Germany, Japan and the USSR in

the 20th. Hand in hand with the rise of power, manufacturing has been

and still is the key factor for the development and prosperity of nations

and thus for the growing wealth of the population.1,2 A prolonged,

long-term economic growth cannot exist without machinery industry.

Manufacturing of goods requires adequate production machinery

whose components in turn have to be made by specific machine tools.

Produced parts make their way not only into goods but also into new

machine tools so that the technologies are used to reproduce new

machines and thus contribute to the explosive economic growth of the

last two hundred years.3 In 2013, US$ 18.3 trillion of world trade are

allotted to merchandise exports while only US$ 4.3 trillion fall upon

commercial services.4 This shows the importance of the manufacturing

sector for the global trade and, by the trade balance, for a country’s

wealth. Moreover, services can often not exist without manufactured

goods.5,6

New markets are being developed in the emerging countries at

which a significant share of value creation takes place locally. In

parallel, an ongoing trend towards outsourcing and the emergence of

sophisticated supply chains has allowed companies to use China,

India and other low-wage countries as their elongated workbench. For

over 100 years America was the world's leading manufacturer,

whereas it is now neck and neck with China. Triggered by the

financial crisis, some Western politicians started to reckon that it is

time for their countries to go back to manufacturing goods in order

to create jobs and to prevent more manufacturing skills from being

lost. Most new and innovative products are introduced by

manufacturing companies. Sticking to America as an example, the

manufacturing sector makes up only about 11% of America's GDP,

but it is responsible for 68% of domestic spending on research and

development7 and provides better-paid jobs, on average, than service

industries.8 As a source of innovation, manufacturing ensures the

competitiveness of countries which is of special relevance to

countries with high-tech sectors.

To keep or re-establish a strong manufacturing industry in a country,

factories have to adapt to ever new challenges, trends and paradigms in

manufacturing to stay competitive. This paper presents a review on the

development of paradigms in manufacturing and assesses the extent to

which established factory perspectives are able to depict the new

trends. Based on a new factory model, ideas for the adaption of

factories to the new trends are presented. 
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2. Review on the Development of Paradigms and New

Trends in Manufacturing

Over the last two centuries manufacturing industry has evolved

through several paradigms from Craft Production over Mass

Production to Lean Manufacturing and Mass Customization.9 This

transformation process is still going on as production adopts to new

trends.

Craft Production as the first paradigm responded to a specific

customer order. Thus, products were unique and a high product variety

and flexibility could be achieved. However, products were created at

relatively high cost as no manufacturing systems were associated with

this paradigm.10

Mass Production enabled the making of products at lower cost

through large-scale manufacturing. However, the possible variety of

products was very limited. Symbols for mass production were Henry

Ford’s moving assembly line and his statement: “Any customer can

have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is black”.11

After the end of World War II demands for products were very high

which allowed mass production to fully employ its strengths so that it

reached a peak at that time. Mass production relies on three principles:

The first, interchangeability, allows a random selection of parts for

assembly. Parts are manufactured in large volumes with given

tolerances so that economic volume effects were achieved. This was

crucial to enable the second principle, the moving assembly line which

was first introduced by Henry Ford in 1913. The moving assembly line

brought the cars to the worker who performed the same task again and

again which resulted in a significant improvement of speed and

reduction of assembly costs.12 This division of labor is the third

principle. The moving assembly line divided work with very fine

granularity so that each worker could focus on some specialized

repetitive tasks.

The Paradigm of Lean Manufacturing emerged after World War II

as a necessity due to the limited resources in Japan. According to its

developer it was called Toyota Production System. As a manufacturing

management philosophy it focuses on minimizing all kinds of waste

(Muda) along the value added chain while maximizing customer value.

The Lean Management Philosophy is still an important part of all

modern production systems.13

The fourth paradigm Mass Customization came up in the late

1980’s when the customer demand for product variety increased.

Especially in the automotive industry, an enormous product variety has

been achieved. To give an example, BMW claims that the number of

possible combinations for the 7 Series alone could reach 1017.14 Again,

three principles enable this paradigm.10 The first, family architecture,

means that certain modules of a product are shared while others are

provided with several variants. Their combination during assembly

allows a high customization of the final product.15 Reconfigurable

manufacturing systems as the second principle are a precondition to

respond to the ever changing product mix and demands. They are

designed to allow rapid adjustment of their production capacity,

functionality, structure and control. An optimal configuration is the key

driver for the system’s performance.16,17 Principle three, the delaying

differentiation, is a strategy to place the customer order decoupling

point (the point where products take on their unique characteristics) as

far as possible towards the end of the value added chain. Such delay

supports cost minimization and respond time of the assembly

system.18,19 Nevertheless, this comes with a high manufacturing

complexity which compromises system performance, especially when

compared to mass production.20

The relationship between variety and the volume per model is

displayed in Fig. 1 for the different paradigms. Obvious is a

development towards smaller volumes per model and rising variety in

the future. These new trends are described in the following.

Beyond mass customization there is a trend towards further

individualized or personalized products.10 Highly customer-specific

products may all have different work steps and cycle times. Thus, they

cannot be restricted to static tact times of assembly lines anymore.

Instead it is important, that - in the extreme case - lot size one can be

manufactured under the same economical parameters as in large scale

production systems although the production system’s flexibility is

much higher.

The increasing world population including aligning living standards

on the one hand and the importance of fossil resources for energy

production on the other hand result in rising energy- and resource

prices.21 Governments establish regulations and regulative taxes to

reduce emissions and to foster environmentally benign manufacturing.

But also a growing demand of consumers for products with minimum

environmental impact can be observed.22 Thus, a Sustainable

production becomes a cornerstone of many manufacturing companies.

Several social aspects also influence manufacturing. Progressing

urbanization23 with a concurrent desire for a reduction of commuting

requires factories that can be integrated into residential areas as good

neighbors to be close to both workers and customers.24 Having in mind

the other trends, highly skilled professionals become even more

important in the context of manufacturing as human factors,24-28 thus

factories have to enable production-related learning and to

simultaneously take living circumstances into account.

The progressing spread of information and communication

technology (ICT) will further pervade the manufacturing sector. From

the beginning in the 1950’s with first NC machines29 through computer

controlled production cells in the late 60’s30 to the craze of computer

Fig. 1 Volume variety relationship in manufacturing paradigms

(reproduced from Ref. 9 with permission)
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integrated manufacturing with its model of the manless factory31 a

constant advancement is notable. As ICT components are getting

cheaper, more versatile and more powerful they will find their way into

new areas of production as indicated by the present research trends

towards cyber physical systems (CPS).32

Production in spatial context implicates on the one hand a paradigm

change from making factories less bad by just increasing their

ecological efficiency to making them beneficial for their environment

in the first place. Factories could play an important role in the smart

grid or in the conditioning process of waste flows from surrounding

(residential) areas.33,34 On the other hand, factories - and possibly also

their product portfolio - could be further adapted to local constraints

such as climate conditions or locally available resources.35 Thus, the

topic of green manufacturing technologies has also been taking a

prominent position in many research areas.36

3. Holistic Factory Understanding and Current Factory

Perspectives

It has been widely acknowledged that improvements in

manufacturing operations require a thorough understanding of a

manufacturing system with the constituent interlinked elements and

flows.37-39 Without having such an understanding in place the

complexity and sophistication being involved in organizing a

manufacturing system is only very difficult to manage. Therefore, a

general understanding of a manufacturing system as a combination of

production factors including typical input factors such as raw and

auxiliary materials, semi-finished products, information, energy and

space as well as typical output e.g. products, parts and waste has been

anchored in people’s mind with the help of different perspectives on

manufacturing.40 To specify the general understanding, manufacturing

can be subdivided into different levels of study as indicated by several

researchers.39

Embracing this understanding the following remarks will primarily

focus on the production factory (facility) level. Regarding this level,

different perspectives on how to further understand a production

factory have been proposed, see Fig. 2. These perspectives comprise

varying system boundaries primarily from gate-to-gate.41,42

Within the gate-to-gate perspective, there exists a common

consensus that a production factory composes three main partial

systems: the technical building services (TBS), the building shell and

the production system itself (with interlinked machines and personnel

controlled through production management).43 Yet, the arrangement

and presentation of these partial systems has been presented in several

versions with various adaptations. This aspect is also shown in Fig. 2,

where the upper two factory perspectives rather follow a peripheral and

layered representation while the lower two visualize flows. 

The first perspective in Fig. 2(a) subdivides a production factory

and its processes into three peripheral orders centering the value adding

production processes. The surrounding three peripheral orders are

clustered according to their contribution to the value creation process

having directly dependable subsystems placed on the first (e.g. direct

energy and media supply for production machines), partly dependable

Fig. 2 Overview of current factory perspectives42-46 (reproduced from Ref. 42, Ref. 44, Ref. 46 with permission)
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subsystems located at the second (e.g. compressed air generation) and

operating subsystems which have no direct effect on the value creation

process arranged on the third periphery (e.g. HVAC, lighting).44,45

Another layered perspective is shown in Fig. 2(b) which follows the

same understanding as the aforementioned peripheral perspective that

production processes are the center elements of a production factory

with certain core and cross-sectional technologies. Outside the

production machines further cross-sectional technologies exist that

support the value creation process. According to this layered factory

perspective, optimization efforts should always start at the machine

layer first and then continuously expand to the outer layers.46

The third perspective (see Fig. 2(c)) understands the orchestration of

these three partial systems including their respective input and output

flows as well as inherent dynamic interdependencies between them as

a complex control system with internal and external influencing

variables.43

The fourth approach explores the emerging challenges when

attempting to design a manufacturing facility with no or minimal

environmental impact. This approach stresses that zero carbon

manufacturing can only be achieved by broadening the current, rather

linear input-output perspective of energy and media flows towards a

more cyclic and interactive perspective, as shown in Fig. 2(d).41,42 By

including such energy and media backflows, interactions between the

respective partial systems can be made transparent revealing for

instance appropriate adjustments when it comes to aligning certain

conditioning activities such as defined temperature, pressure and

purity.43 Besides that, potential interactions regarding new, alternative

input and output flows between (sub)systems can be observed,

considering traditional waste flows of one system or process as an input

for another.41,42 This perspective applies for a single factory as well as

a representation of a manufacturing ecosystem alike.42

To support revealing such interactions, different approaches have

been followed, ranging from modelling approaches47 to the use of

discrete event simulation, energy management systems and

manufacturing execution systems each supporting the interaction

between the three main partial systems.48,49

To give a broad overview of the previously selected and revised

factory perspectives, Table 1 offers a comparison between these

perspectives and several focuses of study which can be derived in a

generalized form from the new trends in manufacturing as described in

section 2. This comparative assessment indicates scopes with ensuing

need for further research in a concise form. The compliance of each

perspective with the identified requirements is evaluated by four

general characteristics such as “fully considered” ( ), “more

considered” ( ), “conditionally considered” ( ), “less considered”

( ) and “not considered” ( ).

As indicated by Table 1, there still exists a gap concerning

contemporary trends in manufacturing and their representation by

adequate factory perspectives encompassing all identified trends.

Whereas a general production structure and environmental factors in

form of energy and resource flows are yet widely considered to a

certain extent, it seems that human factor, learning and social,

symbiotic and spatial as well as ICT and CPS aspects are somewhat

less pronounced compared to production and energy and resource flows

in a factory context. ICT aspects for instance are primarily represented

by the well-known automation pyramid which includes all relevant

information levels ranging from field devices level (sensors/actuators)

and programmable logic controller (PLC) level over process

management as well as manufacturing execution systems (MES) level

to the enterprise resource planning level as the highest relevant level for

industrial manufacturing.50 Taking the aforementioned point into

account underlines the fact that different perspectives and

representations of the identified trends indeed exist, yet they have not

been integrated into a new holistic factory perspective encompassing

all of the respective trends and focuses of study listed in Table 1.

4. Paradigm Change towards a Holistic Factory of the

Future

The factory of the future needs to rapidly adapt to changing external

requirements while aiming for a higher degree of sustainability. More

than today, future production has to address all three dimensions of

sustainability - economy, ecology and society. The economic

perspective primarily demands for a higher profitability of

manufacturing. From the ecological perspective the environmental

impacts of production should be reduced,51 heading for zero emissions

or even a positive influence of the factory on its local surroundings,

improving the quality of air and water, exploiting local waste flows,

providing renewable energies and acting as storage for surplus energy.

From the social perspective the factory should serve as a place for

people, focusing on collaborative learning and development of human

capacities. Responding to these requirements and addressing the

current trends described in section 2 and 3, a vision for a holistic

factory of the future is presented in Fig. 3. It comprises four main

aspects, which will be further explained in the following:

Table 1 Comparison of factory perspectives

Proposed concepts:

 Focus of study:

Schenk/ Wirth 

2004

Westkämper 

2006

Ball et al. 

2009

Herrmann/Thiede 

2009

Hesselbach 

2012

Depeisse et al.

2012

Production structure

Energy flows

Resource flows

Human factor, learning and social aspects

Symbiosis and spatial context

ICT and CPS
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1. Symbiotic flows & urban integration of the factory

2. Adaptable factory elements: adaptive building shell, modular and

scalable TBS, and flexible production system

3. Production cloud and cyber physical systems

4. Learning and training environments

4.1 Symbiotic Flows & Urban Integration

Today’s approaches of sustainable production primarily focus on

efficiency, minimizing resource and energy input flows.42,52 This

approach of minimization ultimately heads for zero emission goals.52

Although an efficiency strategy may appear as a good starting point for

reducing environmental impacts of production, it’s not an adequate long

term solution, as it will remain only a strategy for damage management,

but at the end it has to be stated that “less bad is not good”.53

Consequently, the factory of the future needs to head for

metabolisms that enable materials to maintain their status as resources

and increase value over time (upcycling of quality), generating a

positive recoupling of the relationship between economy and ecology.

This approach of eco-effectiveness contains closed-loop material and

energy flows within the factory and a strong linkage with the external

factory environment. In contrast to the efficiency approach,

effectiveness starts with an assumption of a good production, which

supports and regenerates ecological systems and enables long-term

economic prosperity as depicted in Fig. 4.52

An eco-effective production works similar to a biological system,

where material flows serve as biological nutrients for living systems

and “waste” does not exist.54 This idea of cyclical flows can even be

further developed towards an inverted flow concept, compensating the

imperfection in practical realisation of a cyclical flow system.

Following the inverted flow approach industry uses already released

emissions to ecosystem as inputs for industrial systems and hence for

economic value creation.55

As seen in Fig. 3, the factory of the future will symbiotically share

material and energy flows with industry, but also involve households

and (urban) infrastructure to foster integration of smart grid

technologies. Until now this vision of a symbiotic factory has already

been rudimentarily established through so called industrial symbioses

within eco-industrial parks, whose most popular realisation is situated

in Kalundborg, Denmark. An overview about several other realized

Fig. 3 Holistic understanding of a factory of the future

Fig. 4 Time dependant impacts of eco-efficiency and eco-effectiveness

approaches52 (reproduced from Ref. 52 with permission)
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projects is given by Chertow.56

The overall influence of the factory on its surroundings and the

global environment will be positive; solid waste will be exploited and

used for new products, wastewater will be treated, renewable energies

will be produced or stored while neutralizing local emissions. These

aspects allow the factory of the future to return to urban areas; recent

projects linking residential areas with environmentally friendly

manufacturing areas in the United States or Japan underpin this thesis.56

4.2 Adaptable Factory Elements

Amongst other drivers the strong linkage of material and energy

flows with external infrastructure and the ability to successfully cope

with the emerging trend of personalized products call for an appropriate

and highly flexible physical factory infrastructure, including its

building shell, TBS and production system. Wiendahl et al. give a

broad overview about the way changeability of a factory can be

realized. As fundamental enablers for a transformable system on

factory level five principles have been identified, serving as a basis for

the design of the described factory elements:57

· modularity, 

· scalability, 

· universality, 

· compatibility and 

· mobility.

4.2.1 Adaptive Building Shell

The building shell primarily serves as an insulation of the other

factory elements from the outer conditions and the local climate

respectively. Future requirements to the building shell regarding

flexibility grow due to its importance for the changeability of the whole

factory system, being significantly determined by the primary structure,

e.g. the distance between the supporting columns of the building. For

instance a distance of 30 to 40 meters between two pillars compared to

a common distance of 20 meters allows much higher degrees of

freedom in utilization for only little increased invests by approx. five

percent.58 Such important properties of the building have to be defined

in planning phase and are hardly changeable afterwards, that’s why

they limit the flexibility of a factory system on the long term. Hence the

shell of a visionary factory of the future should be more adaptive to

changing requirements, e.g. by realization of new building concepts. In

this context approaches with an easy scalability may be the modular

factory, the factory in containers, the factory within transportation

systems (e.g. ship, train) or the factory in air-inflated structures.44,58

The building shell may also play an important role in positively

influencing the local factory environment, e.g. through utilization of

appropriate building materials like cement, cleaning the air by absorbing

and photocatalytically decomposing various pollutants from the air.59

The roof area of a factory is predestined for the installation of

renewable power plants, using energy of wind and sun. Conventional

materials will be substituted by materials with integrated energy

generation capabilities like BIPV (building-integrated photovoltaics),

superseding retrofit solar power systems.60 In combination with energy

storage solutions, this could allow for energy-self-sufficient plants,

acting independently from the grid, which may be for instance

favourable in rural areas of developing countries.

4.2.2 Modular and Scalable TBS

For enabling a production system to conduct value-adding

manufacturing processes, TBS are usually needed, which pre-processes

energy and media flows like electricity, compressed air, heat, cold,

water and coolants depending on the required production conditions.43

In the factory of the future, the TBS will be linked physically but also

virtually to the production system. TBS elements will be connected to

a production condition monitoring system, automatically striving for

optimal conditions regarding temperature, lighting, humidity etc.

As the factory of the future will be symbiotically linked to its

environment, the TBS will play a major role in connecting inner and

outer factory flows. So its tasks will not be limited to production supply

but also consider external demands or supplies of energy and media.

Thus energy and media buffers could be part of the system, balancing

fluctuating inputs and outputs. Furthermore, they can also serve as

stabilization for the electric grid, as backup for power blackouts and -

where necessary - to improve the power quality.61 As the factory will

be part of a smart electricity grid, the adaption to fluctuating electrical

energy production and demand will be of major concern.62 The

balancing of electricity flows may be realised through central storages

like battery systems or compressed air energy storages, but also

through decentralized systems like electric vehicles or even products,

i.e. producing more in times of high energy availability, contrary to

current lean strategies heading for zero stocks. Furthermore the TBS

must be able to react quickly to changing demands implied by

fluctuating customer orders and a high degree of product

individualisation, which leads to individual process chains with

unequal energy and media demands.

Shortened product life cycles will also lead to more frequent

reconstructions within the production system and the connected TBS.

For this reasons a modular, expandable and partly decentralized TBS

structure could be more suitable than traditional centralized systems,

even if the degree of efficiency of small or decentralized systems may

be lower. The design of TBS modules could follow the idea of plug-

and-produce, which has been derived from the plug-and-play principle

of computing.63 Due to their high degree of hardware and software

standardization, additional elements and devices can simply be plugged

to machines, transport systems or TBS and start working instantly, like

an USB device connected to a PC. Likewise they can be removed, if

not needed anymore, enabling rapid adaptions to altering demands or

requirements. An increased demand of compressed air after a

reconstruction could for instance be faced with a plug-and-produce

extension for the existing compressor, which therefore owns

standardized interfaces. An over-dimensioning of systems could

likewise be avoided, as upgrading and downgrading would be possible

at all times with minor efforts.

4.2.3 Flexible Production System

A flexible production system within a factory of the future responds

to the increasing variety and complexity of future products, which need

to be produced with low costs and low environmental impacts. A high

profitability and minimal consumption of resources within the

production system can be fostered by a high degree of machine

utilisation. But especially for assembly operations, traditional concepts

are not able to maintain an optimal utilization of machines while
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producing components with a high variance in processing times on the

same production line.64 Determined by the different work contents,

every variant causes different processing times, hence equal cycle times

for all products and processes are not reasonable. In conclusion,

traditional production lines are unsuitable to respond to future

requirements in terms of flexible assembly. A promising solution could

be an increased versatility of the production machines, allowing every

machine to assemble a big variety of different product variants.

Products may not all take the same way through production, but search

for an time optimized path, depending on free resources and leading to

reduced overall waiting times of machines as well as reduced lead

times. This approach would also necessitate an appropriate flexible

transport system, allowing an individual distribution of material to the

production resources.

The flexible production system also features a high degree of

scalability to respond to changing market demands. Therefore the

design of production resources, in particular the machines, may follow

the plug-and-produce philosophy.63

The multi-agent system (MAS) approach, which bases upon a set of

distributed autonomous but cooperative entities, may be implemented

to operate the production system.65 As appropriate information flows

are essential for operation, most elements of the system will be

equipped with sensors and empowered to communicate. Many

decisions then can be made decentralized and collaboratively by the

agents, resulting in an optimized performance of the whole production

system. This approach also facilitates a quick reconfigurability of the

system, because no fixed central systems for production planning and

control have to be changed.

Beneath all technical aspects, human employees shall still be in the

center of the production system, as they will be needed in all phases of

factory operations from the planning through operation to maintenance

and repair.50 Human cognitive and sensomotor abilities should be used

and systematically developed, e.g. using learning and training

environments (see section 4.4), while technology should support

human actions. Therefore, technology has to be adjusted to human

needs instead of a conversely adaption of human action to

technological constraints. Technological possibilities will also lead to a

higher level of mobility for human employees (e.g. working from

places outside the factory), as all relevant information will be available

through ICT anywhere at any time.

4.3 Production Cloud and Cyber Physical Systems 

As information technology will further spread over all factory

layers, including a broad application of sensors on shop floor level, the

collection, consolidation and processing of information on a higher level

will be reasonable, even if decisions will be taken decentralized by

independent agents. For instance, CPS will assist human workers on shop

floor level by providing appropriate live information collected from the

production system, which will be preprocessed for the specific task.

The huge amount of data collected in the factory of the future

requires the setup of a decentralized data pool, referred to as

“production cloud”, collecting and processing all information from the

production system and TBS. This includes data regarding productivity

(e.g. processing and cycle times), energy and resources (e.g. energy

demands per process, machine, part), product related information (e.g.

product quality indicators) or data concerning the production conditions

(temperature, humidity, lighting etc.) as well as the current status of all

elements like machines and products of the factory. This idea is closely

linked to the concept of an Internet of Things (IoT), which was

introduced in the 1990’s.66,67 In the IoT, all physical elements also

possess a virtual representation in an internet like structure. This virtual

representation requires an installation of a broad physical network of

sensors, actuators and processors including a distinct identifiability of

all objects, e.g. realized by integration of RFID tags. Such a vision of

a Factory of Things, composed of self-organizing smart objects without

a traditional hierarchy, is also often referred to as Smart Factory.50

Based on the virtual representation of physical elements, the

production cloud does also contain key elements of a Digital Factory,

which can be understood as a virtual depiction of the real factory, used

to predict and improve future system behavior through appropriate

simulation techniques. According to VDI 449968 this concept contains

“a comprehensive network of digital models and methods, including

simulation and 3D visualization. Its purpose is the integrated planning,

implementation, control and on-going improvement of all important

factory processes and resources relating to the product”.

The storage and processing of all data in a cloud entails several

advantages like a high degree of transparency through embedded

monitoring and control functions, constituting an important premise for

improvement measures. The production cloud could also serve as a link to

cloud manufacturing services,69 which appears to be an adequate approach

for the manufacturing of individualized products within virtual

manufacturing networks. Every factory of the network can offer its services

with regard to free capacity, deliverable quality or achievable delivery

times, causing individual supply chains for every product or variant.

4.4 Learning and Training Environments

Despite all technological progress, human abilities will still be one

of the key success factors of future factories. Highly skilled and

educated employees will be needed, who have to be trained

continuously to keep pace with changing external requirements and

technological improvements. In this context, Learning Factories (also

referred to as Teaching Factories) could play an essential part in

training and teaching, as they provide experimental and research

environments including realistic production processes.70 Typically they

can be used and adjusted for teaching purposes of different target

groups and allow for the communication and testing of theoretical

knowledge in practical application; learning results can be transferred

easily to work in a real factory environment. A Learning Factory can

be both physical and digital. Physical environments comprise real

system components like machines, assembly, logistics, information and

energy flow modules while the digital environments include planning,

modelling, visualization and simulation tools. Digitally created

solutions can be tested, evaluated and demonstrated in the physical

learning environment.71 For several years Learning Factories have now

been established in academic research, but also in industry an

increasing implementation can be observed.

The factory of the future may also contain fabrication laboratories

or “FabLabs”, comprising a collection of tools for design and

modelling, prototyping and fabrication, instrumentation, testing,

debugging and documentation for a wide range of applications.72,73
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People will be enabled to design and physically realize their highly

personalized own product creations in the FabLab, using the provided

infrastructure like rapid manufacturing machines. This approach may

be highly beneficial especially in regions with lower education or

prosperity, supporting regional development by catering specific

individual needs of the population. Likewise, FabLabs also offer a

platform for knowledge transfer to broad parts of society in industrial

nations. Many of today’s implemented FabLabs participate in the

global FabLab network and act according to the international Fab

Charter, highlighting the ideas of sharing knowledge, collaboration

across borders and open access to ideas and inventions.74

5. Conclusions

Manufacturing is a main factor for the prosperity of nations and an

essential source of innovation and development. To ensure the

competitiveness of manufacturing industry, factories have always needed

to adapt to new challenges and trends, resulting in several changes of

manufacturing paradigms over the last two centuries. Today’s and future

factories also face several evolving trends like customers demanding for

highly personalized products, the necessity for an eco-friendly production

reducing its environmental impacts, an increasing importance of social

aspects including the requirements of production-related learning, a still

lasting technology push regarding ICT as well as the need for an improved

integration of factories to their spatial context. A thorough understanding

of a factory system is a premise for the ability to respond to those

challenges. The described holistic factory perspective closes an existing

gap concerning the contemporary trends in manufacturing and their

representation by adequate factory perspectives. The presented vision

comprises four main aspects, starting with the symbiotic integration of the

factory to its surroundings and in particular to urban or domestic areas as

well as an orientation towards eco-effectiveness, heading for a positive

recoupling between economy and ecology. Regarding the factory

infrastructure a higher degree of flexibility is needed, represented by the

adaptive properties of the main factory elements building shell, TBS and

production system. The operation of such a system is only feasible by

means of a decentralized collection and usage of information as proposed

with the production cloud concept. A broad application of ICT is

indispensable, whereat CPS play a major role linking the real and virtual

factory world. As human skills and abilities still constitute a central aspect

of future factories, learning and training further gain in importance,

necessitating specific learning environments like Learning Factories. The

factory of the future therefore responds to the identified challenges by

addressing all three dimensions of sustainability, moving from today’s

rather economical focus towards ecological and social strategies.
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